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GLOSSARYY of frequently used Japanese and Chinese terms and persons 

AidagaraAidagara fflffi [J]: a concept around which Watsuji Tetsuroo created his theory of 

Ainuu [J]: an ethnic minority in Japan, believed to be the offspring of the earliest human 

inhabitantss of Japan 

amaeamae "H"pL [J]: coaxing, presuming upon someone one has a special bond with 

bushibushi : samurai 

Chuugokuu t ^S [J]: China 

EikaiwaEikaiwa 3£^?£ [J]: English conversation 

furusatofurusato [J]: old local community; home-town 

furusato-zukurifurusato-zukuri [J]: re-creating old local communities 

fundofundo A  [J]: milieu, climate 

girigiri ff  M [J]: sense of obligation and of duty 

guo:guo: state; country 

guoxueguoxue re: national studies fever 

hajihaji fli»0 [J]: shame 

himitsuhimitsu ffcffi [J]: secret 

Hanzu:Hanzu: the Chinese race; the Chinese nation 

Huaxia:: China 

Joomonn H& [J]: 

KangakuKangaku [J]: Chinese studies 

jbwyy fa [J]: "relatum," a term denoting the "space between people" 

kanjimhugikanjimhugi [J]: the ideology of the "relatum" (see fcnyïn) 

minzif.minzif. people; race; nation. 

mushimushi Mik [J]: and self-effacement 

nasakenasake Wit [J]: mercy 

neidanxue:neidanxue: a form of training of the ordinary conscious, the purification of the subconscious], 

andd the opening up of the original unconscious in order to find the true self 

Nichibunkenn [J] [Kokusai Nihon Bunka Kenkyuu Sentaa]: International Research Centre for 

Japanesee Studies. 
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Nihonjinronn [J]: discussions on the meaning of Japaneseness 

ningfuli:ningfuli: coherent force 

Oobeii [J]: Europe and America (literally) 

Oumei:: Europe and America (literally) 

renmin:renmin: people 

XixueXixue re. Western study fever 

Seiyooo [J]: the West 

ShimShim [J]: China 

shoogishoogi [J]: Japanese chess 

tamashitamashi [J]: the logic of the soul 

Tooyooo [J]: the East 

TooyooshiTooyooshi [J]: history of the East 

WajinftAA [J]: the Japanese; literally "peace people." 

Yayoi:: name used for the people and wet-rice culture of the Yayoi era (ca. 300 B.C.- A.D. 

300) ) 

yuinooronyuinooron [J]: brainism 

Zhongguo:: China 

Zhonghua:: China 

Zhonghuaa Minzu: the Chinese people/race/nation 

zhongyong.zhongyong. the doctrine of the mean 


